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The PRET A Rapporter Framework: evaluating Digital Libraries from the perspective of information work

1 Introduction

One of the priorities in setting up any evaluation project is to choose appropriate evaluation techniques and construct a plan of the evaluation. Within the Information Retrieval (IR) tradition, there are some well established approaches to evaluating the performance of retrieval algorithms (e.g. Tague-Sutcliffe, 1992) and, more recently, there has been an increasing focus on user-oriented evaluation criteria and methods for evaluating IR systems within the context of user–system interaction (Interactive Information Retrieval) (e.g. Borlund, 2003). Important as these evaluation criteria are, they continue to focus largely on algorithm evaluation; there are other criteria that need to be considered if IR systems are to be truly useful within the context of users’ broader activities. People using IR systems are most commonly retrieving information in support of some larger task such as writing a news article or an essay, preparing a legal case or designing a novel device. Evaluating a system in terms of its fitness for purpose in this broader sense demands a different approach to evaluation from the methods that have become established within the IR tradition. In this paper, we present a framework for planning user-centred evaluation studies that set systems within the context of information work. We illustrate the application of the framework to evaluations of various digital libraries (DLs).

Digital libraries are coming into widespread use to support information work. While DLs are not simply “IR systems”, they are an important class of systems within which IR algorithms are routinely implemented, and effective information retrieval is one essential feature of DLs. DLs typically bring together various subsystems to deliver information access and management facilities for users. There is no agreed definition of what a DL is; as Fox et al. (1995, p.24) note, “The phrase “digital library” evokes a different impression in each reader. To some it simply suggests computerization of traditional libraries. To others, who have studied library science, it calls for carrying out of the functions of libraries in a new way”. What matters for the purpose of this paper is that DLs are systems that enable users to retrieve information, and that they can be evaluated in terms of how well they address users’ needs.

Just as the term “digital library” is used in different ways by different people, so the term “evaluation” is interpreted in different ways by different communities. Within the IR community, evaluation is most commonly summative – that is, the outcome of an evaluation is summative measures (e.g. of precision and recall) of how “good” a system is. Within the Human–Computer Interaction (HCI) community, evaluation is more commonly formative – that is, the outcome of an evaluation is a description of how users interact with systems that highlights ways in which those systems could be improved. Formative evaluation can consider the “system” at various levels of granularity; as discussed more fully below, we take an inclusive view of evaluation as covering various aspects from details of implementation through to understanding how computer systems support work in context. The work reported here is based on the formative approach. The contrasts between these approaches are discussed below.

2 Background

To set the work on PRET A Rapporter in context, we consider evaluation from three different perspectives: the evaluation tradition within IR; the evaluation tradition within HCI; and approaches that have been taken to evaluating digital libraries. In doing this, we compare the evaluation cultures, to identify strengths and limitations of each, and show how they have influenced the evaluations of DLs.

2.1 An overview of IR evaluation

The classic approach to IR evaluation is the “Cranfield paradigm”, within which as many variables as possible (including the database of documents over which retrieval is to be performed and the set of queries) are controlled in order to measure algorithm performance
on criteria such as precision and recall. Tague-Sutcliffe (1992) presents a detailed, and highly cited, methodology for conducting an evaluation study within this paradigm.

Tague-Sutcliffe (1992) highlights three criteria that any evaluation study must satisfy:

- **Validity**, which she defines (p.467) as “the extent to which the experiment actually determines what the experimenter wishes to determine”. She highlights inappropriate measures (e.g. using a Likert scale to measure user satisfaction) and user populations (e.g. student users to represent professionals) as possible causes of low validity.

- **Reliability**, which she defines (p.467) as “the extent to which the experimental results can be replicated” – typically by another experimenter.

- **Efficiency**, or “the extent to which an experiment is effective” (p.467) relative to the resources consumed. This is an issue that is explored further by Toms et al. (2004).

She then presents a process for planning and conducting an evaluation that consists of the following decisions:

1. Decide whether or not to test (e.g. check that no-one else has already conducted the proposed study).

2. Determine what kind of test. She outlines four levels of rigour in testing, in which all four, three, two or one of the core components (users, databases, searchers and search constraints) are controlled, and discusses the relative merits of these different levels in terms of generalisability, level of realism, degree of focus and costs.

3. Decide how to operationalise the variables (i.e. determine what to vary and what to measure).

4-6. Select what database to use (step 4), where to source queries from (step 5) and how to process queries (step 6).

7. Decide how to assign treatments to experimental units (i.e. detailed experimental design).

8-9. Consider how to collect data (step 8) and then how to analyse it (step 9)

10. Plan how to present results. Here, she highlights the common experimental reporting structure of presenting the aims of the study, the background to it, the detailed methodology, the results and finally the conclusions.

In later sections, we compare Tague-Sutcliffe’s (1992) presentation of the IR evaluation method with the PRET A Rapporteur approach.

Tague-Sutcliffe (1992) highlights the challenge that the more emphasis is put on user interaction with a system, the more difficult it becomes to achieve repeatability across studies. Nevertheless, there has been a growing recognition that the user perspective matters in assessing IR systems. As Borlund (2003) notes, users’ information needs are individual and change over time, and the relevance of search results will be assessed against the need (rather than against the query, as is done in traditional IR evaluation). Borlund (2003) presents an IIR evaluation approach that considers three main factors: the components of an experimental setting designed to promote experimental validity (such as simulated work tasks); how to apply simulated work tasks within the experimental setting; and a richer set of performance measures (beyond precision and recall). Borlund’s concern is to maintain a controlled experimental setting while making it as realistic as possible; an important mechanism for achieving realism is simulated work tasks (scenarios in which experiment participants are asked to imagine they have a particular task from which to derive their own information needs). She proposes two performance measures, relative relevance and ranked half-life, which aggregate over multiple interpretations of ‘relevance’ and can be used to assess the suitability of different results rankings respectively; the details of these measures are not important in the context of this paper beyond noting that, like the traditional measures, they are summative measures of system performance.
Blomgren et al. (2004) tested Borlund’s approach, comparing the findings of her performance measures against subjective user assessments of the value of returned results; while the system performance measures were found to have some value, they did not conform well to participants’ subjective assessments. For example, user satisfaction with results did not relate well to system measures of precision or ranked half-life.

Other researchers such as Koenemann and Belkin (1996) also argue for the importance of taking account of the user in measuring IIR performance. They present a comparative evaluation of three variants of an IR system – again, using well defined user tasks and basing the evaluation on quantitative performance measures.

Although most IR evaluation studies are based on classic experimental studies, this is not universally the case. For example, Nicholas et al. (2006) present a study based on transaction log analysis to understand how users work with scholarly resources. Bilal and Bachir (2007) illustrate the complementary use of both qualitative and quantitative data for conducting a richer evaluation of a system (in their case, the International Children’s Digital Library). Belkin and Muresan (2004) discuss the relative merits of qualitative and quantitative measures for user-oriented evaluation in TREC (http://trec.nist.gov), noting that quantitative measures make comparisons easier whereas qualitative approaches typically have higher ecological validity.

### 2.2 An overview of HCI evaluation

Within Human–Computer Interaction, there is a higher preponderance of qualitative approaches to evaluating interactive systems, although quantitative approaches based on classic experiments (drawing on techniques developed in Psychology) are also common. Such experiments share many features in common with the IR approach outlined above (Tague-Sutcliffe, 1992), in that they involve the identification of independent and dependent variables and the control of confounds that might reduce the reliability of the study.

Just as Tague-Sutcliffe (1992) presents a set of three criteria that any study should satisfy (validity, reliability and efficiency), so within HCI a set of criteria have been identified. For example, Hartson et al. (2001) identify a set of comparison criteria including:

- **Thoroughness**: this is the usability equivalent of IR recall – i.e. the proportion of real problems found (as compared to the real problems that exist in the system).
- **Validity**: this is the usability equivalent of precision – i.e. the proportion of problems found that are real.
- **Effectiveness**: the product of thoroughness and validity.
- **Reliability**: defined in the same way as Tague-Sutcliffe (1992), as being a measure of consistency of results across different evaluators.
- **Downstream utility**: how well a method supports developers in generating re-designs.
- **Cost effectiveness**, which appears to be defined in the same way as Tague-Sutcliffe’s “efficiency”.

Wixon (2003) argues that downstream utility is the most important consideration, while Hertzum and Jacobsen (2001) focus their attention on the importance of reliability. All of these studies share the common view that evaluation is concerned primarily with identifying usability problems; while this is one concern for evaluating DLs, it is certainly not the only one. Other concerns include the IR evaluation measures discussed above and, more broadly, how useful the information retrieved is perceived as being, and how easily users can find and organise information (i.e. integrate IR into their information work). In the case studies presented in this paper, we consider a range of such user-focused evaluation issues.

Hartson et al.’s (2001) definitions (with the exception of downstream utility) are quantitative, being based on counts of real and identified problems. These criteria are less important if one takes a wider view of evaluation as focusing more on downstream utility, and hence as (qualitatively) identifying strengths and limitations of existing systems. With this broader view, validity is still important, but needs to be defined differently: can we have confidence in the
study findings, and on what basis? For example, user reports about their behaviour typically have low validity, so studies of user behaviour will ideally use methods that record behaviour, such as observations and think-aloud. Conversely, user perceptions — e.g. of how access to digital libraries has changed their working practices — are appropriately gathered through self-report techniques such as interviews.

One widely adopted approach to validating data and developing a deeper understanding of user evaluation issues is triangulating across data sources. Mackay and Fayard (1997) discuss this specifically in the context of evaluating interactive systems. Aula (2005) illustrates one approach to triangulation in her study of web use, in which she uses both interviews and observations as complementary data sources to develop a richer understanding of the challenges facing older users of search engines.

While there is an extensive literature on the strengths and limitations of particular evaluation techniques, there has been surprisingly little discussion on the process of planning an evaluation study within HCI. It seems that usability specialists are assumed to know how to design evaluation studies. To fill this gap, Preece et al. (2002) propose the DECIDE framework as a guiding structure for any evaluation; it involves the following stages:

1. Determine the overall goals the evaluation addresses
2. Explore the specific questions to be answered
3. Choose the evaluation paradigm and techniques to answer the question
4. Identify practical issues to address, such as selecting participants
5. Decide how to deal with ethical issues
6. Evaluate, interpret and present data

Stage 2 is a refinement of stage 1; Preece et al. (2002) give as an example the goal of understanding why people prefer paper airline tickets rather than e-tickets: this might be refined into specific questions such as what customers’ attitudes are to e-tickets, whether they have adequate access to computer systems, etc.

Steps 3, 4 and 5 are interdependent: in particular, what evaluation paradigms are reasonable options will depend on practical and ethical considerations. The practical issues highlighted by Preece et al. are availability of suitable users, how to design appropriate tasks for testing, availability of equipment (computers for participants, data gathering and analysis systems, etc.), schedule, budget and what expertise is available in applying particular techniques.

Finally, step 6 includes assessing the reliability, validity and generalisability of findings.

As described below, the DECIDE framework was the basis for developing PRET A Rapporter.

2.3 Evaluation studies of digital libraries

In the digital libraries domain, as much as in any other, evaluation schemes are presented as having emerged obviously from the situation and the evaluation questions. Here, we briefly describe a selection of DL evaluation studies that illustrate contrasting evaluation questions and methods.

Many published studies are reports of evaluations of particular systems, involving either user testing or expert evaluation. For example, Hartson et al. (2004) report on an expert evaluation of the Networked Computer Science Technical Reference Library (http://www.ncstrl.org/). In their study, evaluators employed a co-discovery method, described by Hartson et al. as an approach in which two or more usability experts work together to perform a usability inspection of the system. The resulting verbal protocol forms the basis of the usability evaluation, which focused primarily on usability problems with the system interface.

Another approach that does not involve user participation is the use of transaction logs. For example, Mahou and Cunningham (2000) present a study in which they compared the transaction logs for two collections of computer science technical reports to understand the differences in searching behaviour and relate that to the different designs of the two systems.
Mahoui and Cunningham argue that the value of transaction logs lies in the availability of data about a large number of transactions and users, making it possible to develop an understanding of behaviour with a particular system (though not of particular users).

Some studies use “surrogate users” – subject experts who can better assess features of a DL than the target user population, but who are not usability experts. One example is the work of McCown et al. (2005), who recruited eleven teachers to participate in a study comparing the effectiveness of NSDL and Google in terms of the quality of results returned for curriculum-related search expressions. In this case, the evaluation was not of the quality of the interaction or system design, but of the quality of the results returned in relation to the relevant school curriculum. Numerical ratings were given by the participants to grade the suitability of the results, and a statistical analysis was performed to yield quantitative measures for both information resources (which, in this case, indicated that Google in fact delivered more suitable results than NSDL for the areas of the curriculum investigated).

While some evaluation studies are based on quantitative analysis, many more are qualitative, based on techniques such as think-aloud, interview or observation. Such studies may focus on evaluating the interface or may be concerned with understanding the broader context within which users’ information work takes place. For example, Blandford et al. (2001) conducted a study of how Computer Science researchers work with multiple digital libraries using a think-aloud protocol, while Kuhlthau and Tama (2001) used semi-structured interviews to study the information practices and needs of lawyers. Blandford et al. used an observational technique because what mattered was what people actually do rather than what they think they do; in contrast, Kuhlthau and Tama used interviews because the focus of their study was on lawyers’ perceptions rather than the details of their information behaviour. In the latter case, general features of existing systems were considered, rather than the details of particular system designs. While this style of research does not fit the traditional IR meaning of ‘evaluation’, it fits a broader conception of ‘evaluation’ as assessing how well systems perform in the current work setting and, through this, identifying new design possibilities – delivering on the “downstream utility” evaluation criterion but not delivering on the problem count based criteria discussed above.

These examples illustrate the diversity of approaches it is possible to take when evaluating digital libraries, and the variety of possible evaluation questions. Further examples are presented in our case studies (section 4).

3 PRET A Rapporter

We found The DECIDE framework, described above, a helpful tool for thinking about evaluation studies but, in both applying it ourselves and teaching it on an MSc HCI course, we discovered limitations:

- The separate but interdependent questions of data gathering and analysis are split between steps 3 and 6.
- Data analysis is subsumed within a single stage with reporting, reducing its apparent importance within the planning process.
- Step 3 depends on steps 4 and 5, so seems to be out of order.
- The distinction between steps 1 and 2 is more of degree than being precisely defined: sometimes we have found that questions can be refined repeatedly.
- While the acronym ‘DECIDE’ has clear appeal in conveying the overall purpose (of deciding what to do and how to do it), the individual letters do not serve as good mnemonics for the steps involved.

The result of these reflections led us to adapt the DECIDE framework, resulting in PRET A Rapporter. The stages for designing an evaluation study using the PRET A Rapporter framework are as follows:

1. **Purpose of evaluation**: what are the goals of the study, or the detailed questions to be answered in the study?
2. **Resources and Constraints**: what resources are available for conducting the study and, conversely, what constraints must the study work within?

3. **Ethics**: what ethical considerations need to be addressed?

4. **Techniques for gathering data** must be identified.

5. **Analysis techniques** must be selected.

6. **Reporting of findings** is (usually) the final step.

PRET A Rapporter is not tailored specifically to the evaluation of digital libraries but, as illustrated in the case studies (section 4), can usefully be applied to evaluations of such systems. In two of the cases presented here, the application of PRET A Rapporter has been retrospective, as the framework had not been developed at the time of the studies; the ease with which it has been possible to do this retrospective fitting is one important check that the framework is well constructed.

We first outline each of the steps in the framework in more detail, then present three case studies described in terms of this framework. Compared to the IR and IIR methodologies presented by Tague-Sutcliffe (1992) and Borlund (2003), PRET A Rapporter takes a broader perspective. This is because it encompasses a wider range of possible approaches to evaluation, and to consider every decision in detail would take a textbook rather than a paper; also, such textbooks already exist (though lacking the planning perspective that PRET A Rapporter provides).

### 3.1 Purpose of evaluation

In considering the purpose of an evaluation, an initial consideration is likely to be whether this evaluation is formative or summative – that is: whether the evaluation is to inform further design activity, or whether it is to provide a summary of design features (e.g. comparing performance measures for alternative system implementations).

In a research context, a related concern is whether the evaluation focuses on hypothesis testing or developing a deeper understanding of system use in context. For example, McCown et al. (2005) may have started with a hypothesis that NSDL supports the science curriculum better than Google, whereas Kuhlthau and Tama (2001) conducted their study in a largely exploratory way that helped identify requirements for future systems. Many of our digital library studies have been exploratory: aiming to understand a situation better in order to inform the design and deployment of future systems. In these situations, while there are initial themes to focus data gathering, which may be expressed in the form of particular questions (e.g. in an interview), that data gathering will be open to new possibilities around those themes.

In many situations, it is necessary to refine a theme into a set of questions that will provide a more detailed focus for data gathering. For example, in one study (Stelmaszewska and Blandford, 2002), where the overall goal was to better understand how naïve searchers formulated their queries (with a view to providing better support for this activity), one question was how often each user reformulated their query before adopting a different search strategy or giving up.

Perhaps surprisingly, identifying the purpose of a study is an issue that is downplayed by both Tague-Sutcliffe (1992), who subsumes this question within the first decision of whether or not to conduct a study at all, and Borlund (2003), whose work is based on the premise that the purpose of IIR evaluation is to measure system performance (from a user-oriented perspective). When the range of possible evaluation questions about a system is broadened, it is essential to consider purpose explicitly.

### 3.2 Resources and constraints

Any evaluation study has to work within what is practicable. In commercial contexts, many of the constraints are imposed by contractual considerations, such as the budget available, the timescale within which findings must be reported, and the form of report required. In research
settings (including all the case studies reported in section 4), these particular resources are of less immediate concern than others.

One consideration is what system representations are available. For many of the evaluations we have conducted, the only available representation has been the running system; in some cases, we have had access to developers, documentation or source code which facilitates better understanding of (for instance) how IR algorithms have been implemented, or the designers’ reasons for providing particular features. Within Tague-Sutcliffe’s framework, this consideration corresponds approximately to decisions 4 and 6 (what database to use and how to process queries).

Another central set of questions are where suitable participants can be recruited from, what tasks (if any) they should be given, and what environment they can be studied in. For evaluating digital libraries, it is usually important to work with participants who represent the intended user population; for example, it would rarely be appropriate to recruit undergraduates in computer science or information studies if the purpose of the study is to evaluate the effectiveness of a specialist medical or law library for supporting practitioners’ work. The work of McCown et al. (2005) is a counter-example, in that it involved teachers rather than the students who are the target users for the systems. This corresponds approximately to Tague-Sutcliffe’s fifth decision (where to get queries).

Another issue is what facilities are available or appropriate for conducting studies and gathering and analysing data. In some of our studies, we have made use of a usability laboratory, with automatic key-press logging, screen capture and audio and video recording. In others, where higher ecological validity is needed, it has been necessary to visit participants in their work places, which limits what kinds of data gathering are possible. This issue is not explicitly discussed by Tague-Sutcliffe (1992).

Others who have reported on digital library evaluations (e.g. Hsieh Yee, 1993) have given their participants tasks tailored to the purpose of the study, typically including some tasks that have a single, well defined answer and others that require more sophisticated information seeking. Where it has been necessary to give participants tasks, we have favoured less well specified tasks that have higher ecological validity; for example, when our participants have been postgraduate students, we have often asked them to articulate an information need relevant to their current research project and to search for information to address that need. In some of our studies, where the focus has been on understanding information seeking in the context of work, the tasks are completely defined by the ongoing work of participants. Tague-Sutcliffe (1992) implicitly assumes the task of IR, whereas Borlund (2003) extends the notion of task to embed the IR within a scenario of use. A scenario attempts to artificially re-create an activity context. Implicit in this is that the scenario should specify those aspects of a context which will result in ecologically valid task performance. Assumptions need to be made about what those factors are, but it is never possible to guarantee that these assumptions are correct.

A third set of questions relate to expertise and support for data analysis. Often, the central question is what expertise is available in applying different techniques. For example, it would be unwise to plan a sophisticated quantitative study if there were insufficient expertise in experimental design and statistical analysis available. If new techniques need to be learnt in order to conduct an evaluation, it is necessary to consider what resources there are to learn those techniques. This issue is discussed by Tague-Sutcliffe (1992), but phrased the other way around: that it will be necessary to master some difficult quantitative analysis techniques in order to be able to complete any IR evaluation study.

In particular settings, there may be other constraints to consider; for example, in a study of user of DLs by clinicians (Adams, Blandford and Lunt, 2005), timing and location were important: one interview with a surgeon was held in the surgery ante-room between operations, and focus groups for nurses and allied health professionals (e.g. nutritionists, physiotherapists) were held at the end of meetings because they found it very difficult to find time to participate in the research individually.
Many of the explicit and implicit issues identified within Tague-Sutcliffe's (1992) methodology fall into this category of resources and constraints.

3.3 Ethics
In evaluation studies, it is important to consider ethical dimensions. Most professional bodies (e.g. ACM, 1999) publish codes of practice. Less formally, we have identified three important elements of ethical consideration:

- Vulnerable participants (young, old, etc.)
- Informed consent
- Privacy, confidentiality and maintaining trust

Few digital library studies involve studies with participants that might be regarded as vulnerable; counter-examples include the work of Theng et al. (2001), Druin (2005) and Bilal and Bachir (2007) on designing digital libraries with and for children, and Aula’s (2005) work studying the information seeking of older users. Our studies of digital library use in clinical settings (Adams and Blandford, 2002; Adams, Blandford and Lunt, 2005) included observations of clinical encounters between doctors and patients, for whom privacy and confidentiality were paramount concerns. In this case, anonymisation of data, for both individuals and institutions as a whole, was imperative – both for protecting privacy and also to maintain individuals’ and organisations’ trust in the research procedure.

It is now recognised as good practice to ensure all participants in any study are informed of the purpose of the study (e.g. that it is the system that is being assessed and not them!) and of what will be done with the data. Also, participation should be voluntary, with no sense of coercion (e.g. by the exercise of a power relationship between evaluator and participants).

Data should normally be made as anonymous as possible, and individuals’ privacy and confidentiality need to be respected. While immediate respect of individuals is reasonably obvious, less obvious is the need to continue to respect participants’ privacy in future presentations of the work and to show similar respect to groups and organisations. Lipson (1997) discusses many of the less obvious pitfalls of publishing the findings of studies, such as participants feeling betrayed or embarrassed by descriptions of their behaviour or attitudes.

Mackay (1995) discusses ‘best ethical practice’ for researchers with personal participant data. She notes that professional ethics should ensure that multimedia data is used within acceptable boundaries. She also proposes that individuals’ identities should be hidden, wherever possible, during recording. Adams (1999) highlights the importance of participants’ awareness of who is seeing their information, in what context, and how they will use it.

Since traditional IR and IIR evaluation typically focus on quantitative data and focus more on system than user performance, many of the ethical considerations that are important in more contextualised studies are of minimal concern in traditional IR studies, so ethics has not featured as an explicit consideration in IR evaluation methodologies.

3.4 Techniques for data capture
Ethical considerations cover all aspects of a study, including data collection, analysis and reporting. While these steps may be interleaved (particularly in large studies), we consider them in order. Techniques for data collection cannot be addressed completely independently of intended analysis techniques; nevertheless, the purpose of the evaluation will inform what data collection techniques are likely to be appropriate.

Evaluation questions that involve counts of events or a test relating independent and dependent variables will clearly demand that appropriate quantitative data be gathered. Examples of such data within an IR context are presented in detail by Tague-Sutcliffe (1992) and Borlund (2003). Within studies that focus more on user behaviour, numerical data may include numbers of particular event types or user action types, or times to perform tasks.
Such data is most commonly captured using some form of computer logging (e.g. Nicholas et al., 2006).

In evaluating users’ experiences of working with digital libraries, we have focused much more on qualitative data. Nevertheless, we have recruited a variety of data collection techniques including naturalistic observations, think-aloud protocols, in-depth interviews, access to server logs, and focus groups, as appropriate to the particular questions being addressed in each study. Such techniques are exemplified in the case studies presented in section 4; for detailed descriptions of such qualitative data collection approaches, see texts such as that by Kuniavsky (2003).

3.5 Analysing data
Quantitative data is typically analysed using statistical techniques (or simpler reports of numbers). Tague-Sutcliffe (1992) and Borlund (2003) present selected quantitative evaluation techniques in detail. For quantitative usability evaluation, standard psychology statistics texts such as Pagano (2001) are a useful resource.

Qualitative data analysis may take many forms, as described by Miles and Huberman (1994). For evaluation purposes, the analysis may vary from focused (e.g. what errors do users make with this system and how might they be avoided?) to exploratory (e.g. how do users work with information in this work setting, and how might their work be improved through system design?). The main data analysis technique we have employed is Grounded Theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). This is a social-science approach to theory building that can incorporate both qualitative (e.g. interviews, focus groups, observations, ethnographic studies) and quantitative (e.g. questionnaires, logs, experimental) data sets. The methodology combines systematic levels of abstraction into a framework about a phenomenon, which is iteratively verified and expanded throughout the study. As described below (section 4.3), we have also adapted the approach to relate it to relevant theoretical perspectives.

3.6 Reporting findings
The final step is reporting findings. Since our evaluations have all been elements of research projects, the main means of reporting has been through academic publications. The common practice is, as described by Tague-Sutcliffe (1992), to present the aims (or purpose) of a study; the background; the method or methods applied; the results; and conclusions (usually including a discussion of implications for design). For quantitative experiments, it is customary to provide information at the level of detail that would enable other to replicate the study to establish its reliability. For qualitative studies, it is rarely possible to replicate the conditions of a study closely enough to expect this degree of reliability, so the focus is usually more on presenting the method, analysis and findings in sufficient detail to enable the reader to assess their validity. It is not yet common practice to present all the constraints under which the study was conducted or to present the ethical procedures followed in detail, although this might change in the near future with a growing focus on ethical practices.

In interacting with developers, such as the developers of the Greenstone Digital Library system (Witten et al., 2001) and policy makers, less formal reporting channels have been appropriate. These have included executive summaries that focus on problems found and possible design solutions proposed.

4 Case studies
The case studies we present address a range of evaluation questions relating to the usability and user experience of working with digital libraries, from the local (evaluating a single system or understanding the user’s experience of one technology) through the interactive (understanding use of multiple digital libraries) to the larger scale questions of how digital libraries are perceived and used in the context of professionals’ every day work. We present the studies as a series moving from the local to the highly contextualised (this ordering is not chronological):

- A formative evaluation of a single system
• A comparative evaluation of two interfaces to the same underlying databases
• A study of system use in context

In each case study, we focus on the elements of particular interest, rather than aiming to provide complete accounts.

4.1 Formative evaluation of a single system

Our first example is an evaluation of a single system, Garnet, that integrates a digital library (based on the Greenstone architecture) with a spatial hypertext system, so that users can not just gather documents but also organise them in a way that is personally meaningful. Spatial hypertexts (Shipman et al., 1995) provide an opportunity to create both formal organisations such as hierarchical and linear structures, and also informal organisations such as piles and offset positions.

Prior to the development of Garnet, the organising tools of spatial hypertexts had not been integrated with information finding resources such as digital libraries. In offices and libraries, users had been seen to flow from information organisation to seeking and back again in a fluid and unpredictable pattern, in response to the found material. The new integrated tool provided an opportunity to establish whether this same fluidity could be observed in an electronic environment, and to identify whether implicit information in the organisation of documents could be used to glean data on the user’s structuring decisions or their information goals.

4.1.1 Purpose

Existing research in spatial hypertexts (Shipman, 2001) indicated that the integration of digital library and spatial hypertext may not be straightforward. The interesting evaluation question for Garnet was whether such a system was comprehensible to and of potential benefit to authors of research papers. This rather abstract question was refined into three related questions (Buchanan et al., 2004a):

• Can spatial hypertext provide an effective interface to a digital library?
• Will users demonstrate the interleaving of information seeking and structuring reported in physical environments?
• Can the information structuring performed by the user in the spatial hypertext be used to support information seeking? Particularly, can the theme of a document group be determined from the text of its members?

These questions are still quite general – for example, the word “effective” is open to multiple interpretations. Also, the third question relates more to technical issues than user perceptions or behaviour. Clearly, these questions bear little relationship to traditional IR goals of precision and recall, and the study goals are not focussed upon query performance. However, we discerned a relationship between the user’s information structuring and the detection of topical themes and the established IR tool of document clustering. Within that limited scope, therefore, we could adapt and apply existing measures and evaluation approaches.

4.1.2 Resources and Constraints

In this case, since this was a ‘home grown’ system we had full access to the system and a deep understanding of its implementation.

We also had access to all the Greenstone collections, so could build a collection that was suitable for use by the most conveniently available participants – i.e. local students recruited from our MSc course in HCI with Ergonomics. We also had access to a usability lab that supported screen capture and audio recording. Given that we were interested in evaluating the system, rather than users’ more general information seeking behaviour, it was most appropriate to make use of the usability lab facilities and give participants reasonably well defined tasks to perform.
In an ideal world, it might have been possible to give users system access over a long period of time (e.g. several weeks), but given the immature state of development this was considered impractical: it was unlikely that participants would actually choose to use the system in its present form over an extended period.

4.1.3 Ethics
There were relatively few traditional ethical issues to consider during this study; informed consent was obtained from participants and although the participants were students, there was no power relationship between participants and the main investigator.

4.1.4 Techniques for data collection
The three separate questions for investigation required different sets of data to be collected. In the case of usability problems when the spatial hypertext interface was used to access DL features, the users’ use of the system was recorded to video tape, and attitudinal questions asked at the end of the study, followed by a semi-structured interview to elicit specific problems. The flow of activity between information seeking and information structuring was also captured through the video recording of the computer screen during the experiment, and specific questions were asked during post-experimental interviews to better understand the decision-making processes that led to particular courses of action. Finally, the system continually recorded extensive logs of the user’s activity. This log included details of the user’s grouping of documents, changes in these, and the searches performed by the user. After the interactive session, representative text profiles were created and stored for each group of documents created during the user’s session.

4.1.5 Analysis
The experimental data was analysed using a variety of techniques from human-computer interaction and information retrieval.

A qualitative analysis was applied to the participants’ responses during the post-experimental interview, and this was compared with the data gathered through pre- and post-experimental questionnaires to ensure that a balanced view was achieved. Trails of the participants’ sequences of actions were tabulated and compared against each other, the screen capture videos and the computed IR scores for groups of documents created by the users in the spatial hypertext workspace. This data was used to triangulate over the behaviour reported by the users during the interviews and the behaviour observed during the experiment.

As noted above, the focus of the study was not the act of retrieval itself – but rather the organisation subsequent to retrieval. One particular focus was the textual consistency of the document groups created by the user. To evaluate these, we took the document set selected by each user, and applied two established clustering algorithms: Grouper (Zamir et al., 1997) and Scatter/Gather (Cutting et al., 1992). In contrast, we computed the scores for the same algorithms applied to the user’s chosen organisation. We further identified the key word terms for each group using the Grouper algorithm, which is used in Grouper to measure the match between any two document groups of one or more documents each, and also serves as a descriptor for a group in the Grouper interface.

During the post-experimental interviews, participants’ intentions in organisation were elicited, and these were compared with the characteristic keyphrases selected by the clustering algorithms applied to the same groups. This issue was further probed by the participants’ use of an advanced feature that matched documents in a search result set against the user’s own organisation. The participants’ responses to this feature were measured by a Likert scale in the questionnaire, and also correlated with the IR scores for the document groups involved.

The analysis revealed that human organisation of documents was similar to that created by clustering algorithms, with the exception that humans created specific ‘miscellaneous’ groups or tolerated singleton documents that the clustering algorithms avoided. This meant that the human-created document groups were more topicaliy focussed and had higher individual scores for textual consistency, but the overall organisation of humans scored slightly lower...
when the entire set of groups was computed, as singleton documents and specific “miscellaneous” piles are seen as undesirable in clustering.

4.1.6 Reporting
The results have been reported in conference papers Buchanan et al. (2004a; 2004b) using a standard experimental structure of reporting based on aims, methods, results and conclusions supplemented by detailed description of the system design so that the evaluation is meaningful to the reader. Since the system is ‘home grown’, it has not been necessary to formally report back to the developers.

4.2 Comparing two versions of a system
Moving from the evaluation of a single system, our second case study compares two versions of a system. This case study is drawn from an ongoing investigation of Humanities use of digital libraries, and has not been completed yet. In this project, we are investigating interfaces to digital resources and how their design can support these users' broader work activities. When planning a study, we seem to face a choice between focusing on specific interface details or on the context in which users use these systems, and then retrospectively mapping between the two. A system-focused study may provide incremental refinements of the given designs, but is unlikely to lead to significant redesigns which better support users' work. Conversely, a work context-focused study may increase our understanding of the context of use, but is disconnected from the details of interface design. To address this dilemma, we are planning a system-focused study in which two systems are contrasted. The aim is to encourage users to think more generally about the interaction possibilities and relate these to their own experiences. We hope this will provide us with more than incremental design improvements.

4.2.1 Purpose
The purpose of the study is to allow participants, specifically Humanities scholars, to contrast two different interfaces to the same digital collection. This will facilitate more general reflection about design possibilities and we will encourage them to relate this to their own research activities. Another important motivation for the study is to provide design feedback to ProQuest, our commercial research collaborator, to 'pay our way' for access to content they have provided. Because the study is part of a larger effort to understand Humanities scholars’ use of digital libraries, we want a naturalistic investigation of scholars which reflects their work practices as far as possible.

4.2.2 Resources and Constraints
We have been granted access to ProQuest's "Eighteenth Century Fiction", a collection of ninety-six English prose texts from 1700-1780, and "English Poetry", a collection of over four thousand works of English poetry from the 15th to 19th centuries. These collections are available by subscription as part of a much larger collection via the "Literature Online" (LION) website (http://lion.chadwyck.co.uk). An alternative interface to the collections has been developed using the Greenstone digital library, which the study will contrast with the original (see Figure 1). Having developed it ourselves, we have full access to the Greenstone implementation, but only online access to LION. Both collections can be accessed from any web browser, so observations could feasibly take place in participants' actual working environment.
Humanities scholars are a highly distinct and relatively uncommon user group, so we anticipate that finding participants will be challenging. A significant resource is the location of the main research team in London, where it has access to a large number of Humanities research institutions. However, by restricting ourselves to specific collections we have placed even heavier constraints on potential participants as we require them to already use LION or similar systems for accessing English literature material.

Interviews have already been conducted with Humanities scholars from a variety of institutions in the UK, as well as from Thailand, New Zealand and Australia. The interviews have been transcribed and thematic discourse analysis applied so that commonalities and exceptions could be drawn out. This has provided insights into the information seeking habits of Humanities scholars and details of the resources (both physical and digital) that they use, as well as their experiences of, and attitudes towards, them. Typical tasks have been identified to form the backbone of our task list for the test of the two system interfaces we are using.

4.2.3 Ethics

There are no particular ethical considerations in conducting this usability study other than ensuring that both systems are treated fairly and equally. Care may be needed in reporting findings in a way that is acceptable to all stakeholders.

4.2.4 Techniques for data collection

The study will take place in participants’ working environments in order to encourage recruitment: busy scholars may be less keen to take the time to come to a lab. This setting may give us greater insight into their normal working practices, although it should be noted that the tasks themselves are artificial. The setting also constrains the type of data collected, e.g. screen capture would be inappropriate. A think aloud protocol can be audio recorded, along with a video recording in order to help later interpretation (but not to record low level interaction). After piloting with an English postgraduate researcher, it is proposed to run 20 participants in one hour test sessions.

4.2.5 Analysis

After the user test sessions are complete, the think aloud protocols of the participants’ interactions will be transcribed and coded for breakdowns in the users’ task-flow and times of confusion or error. Two experimenters will independently code the transcriptions to improve inter-observer reliability. In addition, clips of incidents will be edited from the screen capture videos for deeper analysis.
4.2.6 Reporting

As well as being written up in academic form, the results of this study will be reported back to the ProQuest and Greenstone developers through an executive summary highlighting strengths and weaknesses of the existing interfaces, and possible design changes to improve system usability.

4.3 Understanding professionals’ use of digital libraries to support their work

The final study we present exploits more exploratory qualitative approaches to understand professional information users’ use of digital information resources that were available in the context of their everyday research and writing tasks, with a view to exploring how systems might be designed to better support that work. Here, we focus on the work of journalists.

4.3.1 Purpose of evaluation

The study was motivated by the idea that information retrieval research has often treated finding information as an endpoint, to the exclusion of how it might then be used (Wilson, 1999; Kuhlthau and Tama 2001). However, seeking, manipulating and using information are not unrelated but (ideally) form a flow of interdependent activity, each modifying and conditioning the other. By reducing the separation between tools, opportunities may arise for better enabling continuity.

To explore this, the study looked at the information seeking and use of newspaper journalists. It aimed to discover and explain journalists’ information behaviours in relation to electronic news cuttings services and, in this light, to evolve possible significant redesigns.

4.3.2 Resources and Constraints

Organisations are busy places and hurdles must be jumped to gain the confidence and ‘buy in’ of the host. They may want to help, but they also want to know that your activity will not upset their employees or their work. Personal contact is essential for navigating resource and constraint issues. For the study, contact was delegated to a ‘Systems Editor’. Within the newspaper, his role was to ensure smooth running of newsroom systems and to explore new opportunities. Consequently, he had excellent knowledge of the work and personalities around the company and he made a knowledgeable and sympathetic guide to the culture of the organization.

Newspaper newsrooms have daily cycles and we learned to organize data gathering around this. Before mid-morning editorial meetings, many journalists had not been assigned tasks and the newsroom was quiet. This created a good opportunity for interviewing. Later, it was usually possible to spot people furiously working to deadlines by their posture and general demeanour, and we learned to avoid them. Also, journalists can get called out with little notice and we needed to be flexible. We knew that a 3pm interview with a home news correspondent was cancelled when we spotted him on the television standing outside a court room at 2.50pm!

4.3.3 Ethics

Whilst the participants could not be described as ‘vulnerable’, there were sensitivities to be observed. The aims of the study and commitment required were clearly explained and permissions obtained from participants and line managers. This not only reassured people that data gathering did not present a threat, but helped participants interpret the questions asked.

Publishing results from an organizational study requires sensitivity too. It may be difficult for a researcher to predict how material may play into the hands or a competitor, for example. Part of the agreement for this study was to allow the organization to review resulting papers and bring potential problems to our attention. Some issues were identified and these could be addressed without affecting the conclusions we were able to draw.
4.3.4 Techniques for data collection

Data were gathered primarily through semi-structured interviews. Twenty-five journalists were interviewed. Interviews lasted 20 to 40 minutes and were conducted at participants’ desks. This allowed them to explain what they did, and also demonstrate key artefacts and show how they might be used. Interviews began with the researcher prompting for a description of the assignment process with reference to recent work. The researcher then steered the interview towards information seeking and use issues.

After 14 interviews, the recordings were transcribed and analysed. This allowed specific questions to be formed that could become the focus for further interviews. A questionnaire was produced to act as an interview script to ensure coverage of specifics. However, the script became a barrier to data collection: it was disconcerting for participants, so the interviews returned to a more conversational style. Issue coverage depended on the researcher exploiting and directing the flow of conversation.

4.3.5 Analysis

Grounded Theory was used for the analysis, but adapted slightly to incorporate concepts from Rasmussen, Pejtersen and Goodstein’s (1994) Cognitive Systems Engineering (CSE).

CSE aims to model socio-technical work systems in order to predict how people would behave in response to engineered changes—to ask, ‘what could be done differently and better?’ CSE recommends understanding behaviour in relation to the active constraints and available resources in a situation (not to be confused with constraints and resources within the PRET A Rapporter framework): that the analyst should build a picture of a person’s ‘action alternatives’ and that this is bounded (and consequently determined) by a set of constraints and resources.

Using this perspective to guide the analysis may be seen to compromise the openness advocated for Grounded Theory. Rasmussen et al. argue that a well-defined point of view supports rapid convergence in the analysis. The question of using a framework often involves a trade-off between openness and efficiency, and this needs to be informed by a judgement about the value of the framework. In this case, it was considered a valuable filter through which to analyse the data.

The study motivated a number of requirements, including the need to have source material readily available during writing, even if its use had not been anticipated. A tool supporting this was subsequently built and evaluated with journalist users with very positive results.

4.3.6 Reporting

The work has been reported in both academic papers (Attfield and Dowell, 2003) and a confidential report back to the organisation. In particular, to ‘pay our way’ for access to the study context, we performed and reported on a comparative usability evaluation of two digital libraries that were used within the organization.

5 Conclusion

By illustrating the application of the PRET A Rapporter framework for planning and conducting evaluation studies, we have conducted one kind of test of it as a framework – i.e. it is helpful for planning (or even describing) studies, and has been used effectively by the several authors of this paper. (An earlier version of this paper included six case studies; three were removed for space reasons.) This is, of course, a weak form of validation of an approach, and further work needs to be done on testing its utility with a wider spectrum of users.

Compared to the evaluation methodologies presented by Tague-Sutcliffe (1992) and Borlund (2003), PRET A Rapporter is presented at an abstract level. This is because it is intended for more generic application: the concern is not only with the evaluation of IR or IIR systems, but with evaluation questions pertaining to the use of systems in the broader work setting.

In the presentation of the framework, we have noted how the various decisions discussed by Tague-Sutcliffe (1992) fit within it: apart from the explicit consideration of ethics, similar
criteria are considered, albeit at different levels of detail and with different emphases. For example, there is an emphasis in PRET A Rapporter on resources and constraints because such practical considerations often limit what is possible in naturalistic evaluation studies, whereas the emphasis in Tague-Sutcliffe’s methodology is on decisions.

This shift in emphasis reflects a focus that is less concerned with how IR algorithms perform and more with understanding how users experience and work with systems that include IR at their core. The three case studies we have presented illustrate a range of possible evaluation questions pertaining to the detailed design of an interface, the design of the interface within a broader work setting and the fully contextualised use of systems to support information work. With these broader questions, new strategies (typically involving triangulation) have to be devised for assessing study validity. Reliability becomes less important than it is for more focused IR studies; conversely, downstream utility becomes more important.

PRET A Rapporter has been based on several years’ experience of planning and conducting evaluations such as those described in this paper, and also of teaching evaluation methods. As noted in the Call for Papers for this Special Issue, user-centred evaluations are essential for understanding the effectiveness of IR systems and user–search interactions, and hence for designing systems that are usable, useful and used. By presenting the PRET A Rapporter framework and selected case studies, we have illustrated one approach to planning such evaluations and highlighted many of the issues that need to be considered if evaluations are to be ethically conducted, valid and informative.
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